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Follow the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Sign up for the BuzzFeed Quizzes Newsletter – Binge! Take a trip down memory lane that will make you feel nostalgic AF There are some types of holidays. Valentine's Day has romantic movies, Christmas Christmas movies, and
Halloween, usually, are horror movies. Since horror movies aren't for everyone, the film industry has taken it upon itself to produce some funny Halloween movies. Gene Wilder in Young Frankenstein | 20th Century Fox/Archive Photos/Getty Images 'Young Frankenstein' published one of the most
acclaimed horror imitations of all time, the same year Mel Brooks expertly impersonates Western in Blazing Saddles: Young Frankenstein. Undertaking the Universal Frankenstein films of the 1930s - not specifically Frankenstein, Bride of Frankenstein and Son of Frankenstein - the director managed to
find humor in the absurdity of the Frankenstein story. A scene from young Frankenstein | Stanley Bielecki Film Collection / Getty Images Imagine what would have happened if the Brooks Frankenstein monster was a Shakespearean anti-hero or a false innocent, but a stupid dingbat. Monster Desire for a
wife is both a Mary Shelley novel and Bride Frankenstein; This monster is the only version of the story that finds women of their dreams, and it's both cute and funny. The film is an important treatment for movie buffs, as many of the key elements of universal movies re-re-create, using many of the same
sets down the right. Fans will enjoy watching this movie to get references to previous Frankenstein movies over and over again. 'Tip' Board game Tip | Barry Chapman / Fairfax Media Getty Images Not exactly a horror parody via Clue - it's actually a parody of Agatha Christie's murder mysteries - but
there's enough Gothic ambience to be a necessary comic Halloween movie. Based on the loosely popular board game, the film is about a handful of strangers invited by a butler named Wadsworth (played by Tim Curry) to an old house for a mysterious dinner party. Wadsworth said one of the guests, Mr.
Boddy (played by Lee Ving), blackmailed the rest; The group plan to turn him over to the police, but the lights go out and Boddy is mysteriously killed before bringing him to justice. Wadsworth and the company attempt to solve Boddy's murder as their bodies - and laughs - multiply. Tip Is a film that
manages to work on multiple levels. The film works as an interesting and complex mystery;  It's also very funny. We're going to see character actors like Curry, Madeline Kahn and Christopher Lloyd, and we're going to have noisy dialogue. The movie also came with three added tricks The end. Each
works as a result of the film's central mystery and is funny in its own right. The film also has the best scores ever written for a comedy. While Clue is far from the iconic films of the 1980s, it seems to be getting more and more acclaim over the years. A scene from 'Ghostbusters' Ghostbusters | Columbia
Pictures/Getty Images The Ghostbusters objection is very similar to clue objection - it unites some funny jokes and an interesting story that will work in a serious movie with great chemistry among famous comedy actors. While Clue had a big score, Ghostbusters arguably no disrespect to Celine Dion - the
most iconic tie-in song in the history of the tie-in song. The film's special effects still continue 30 years after its release, and the fascinating world it creates has captivated audiences throughout multiple sequels, television series and video games. Halloween is full of possibilities. This horrible and
memorable occasion can feature creepy costumes and shocking terror. However, you can also dress up as their favorite characters, young and old, and go treat-or-treat for delicious snacks and candies where a holiday is full of fun and joy. The popular but controversial holiday is celebrated worldwide.
The film depicting Hollywood Halloween has become such a great opportunity that it has been more than its share. While films like Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban and John Carpenter's 1978 Halloween are some of the most beloved Halloween movies, even others don't start doing holiday
justice. Here are the worst Halloween themed movies of all time. 15. Trick or Treat Trick or Treat | De Laurentiis Entertainment Group Rotten Tomatoes score: 71% In 1986, someone thought it wise to push Gene Simmons and Ozzy Osbourne into a Halloween movie, which resulted in the metal horror
comedy Trick or Treat. Family Ties' Marc Price plays a heavy metal-obsessed teenager. One day the teen clearly decides to steal the recording of Sammi Curr, in the opposite direction to a clearly terrible idea, and she accidentally unleashes a deadly curse. Soon the youngster realizes that there is more
in life than just rock and roll. Unfortunately, trick or treat is curled up for a very simple life lesson in the way. Next: A film featuring an evil witch and some gingerbread.  14. Gingerdead Man Gingerdead Man | Full Moon Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 60% We have to give Gingerdead Man some
rights to his delightful plot. The film follows a mad witch who resurrects her son. Unfortunately, his son is a bad killer. He brings her back as a giant psycho gingerbread man whose only focus is on killing the girl who executed him. Besides the horrible single shirts, we can't get it off either The witch literally
mixes her son's ashes into a gingerbread dough. That doesn't really make sense. Next: A lifeless family Halloween movie. 13. Spooky Buddies of Spddies | Disney Rotten Tomatoes score: 51% in the '90s and early 2000s, we had a family Halloween movie like Don't Look Under the Bed and Hocus
Pocus. Generation Z can't even get that. The Spooky Buddies of 2011 obviously wanted parents to pull their hair out. The family film follows a group of dogs called the Buddies. Pip, Zelda, Rodney and Skip must stop Warwick Warlock (Harland Wiliams) and save the world from his terrifying antics. We are
quite cute as the next person and love dogs like dogs in this movie, but unless we are literally two or under old, Spooky Buddies is just unbearable. For children growing up amid ever-expanding technologies, they can be expected to deal with talking dogs that don't even move lips. Next: A film about a dog
and a creepy neighbor 12. The dog that saved Halloween is the dog that saved Halloween | Anchor Bay Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 37% we thought we left AirBud in the '90s, but it looks like we were wrong. We're not sure why Hollywood despises children so much, but if the dog that saved
Halloween is a symptom, then definitely don't take the child dollar too well. The film follows a haunted house, a creepy neighbor (Lance Henriksen) and a talking dog (Joey Lawrence) who encounters a bad dog (Mayim Bialik). The narrative is both dry and limiting, and casper is better than an old VHS
poppy to suit halloween needs. Next: Probably the worst clown movie. 11. Clown Murders Clown Murders | Trans Media Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 37% clown murders john carpenter's halloween started on the wrong foot by coming out in the same year. And the narrative only retines of
misogyny. The film follows a group of friends who abduct one of their ex-girlfriends who are married to a rich man. As you can imagine, things get out of hand quickly. Even John Candy couldn't save this mess. Next: Really crazy 10 is a movie. Wacko Wacko | Jensen Farley Pictures Rotten Tomatoes
score: not available We all know parody movies are either genius or awful. Unfortunately, there seems to be nothing in between. Before franchize Scary Movie, director Greydon Clark decided to give us a Halloween parody film called Wacko. The film follows high school students and a cop (Joe Don
Baker) waiting for Halloween and the so-called Lawn Mower Killer. The film may seem simple enough, except for the absurdity of lawnmoers, but this may be the best. Mary, the protagonist of the film is still haunting 13 years after her sister's death. Which he constantly looks everywhere in small
lawnmoths It's funnier than sorry. They were really able to choose a better weapon. Next: Definitely not your mom's 'Halloween' 9. Halloween Night Halloween Night | Asylum Rotten Tomatoes score: 17% Halloween Night premise is simple enough. It involves a crazy man who escapes from a mad asylum
and goes to his old parents' house. When he arrives, he discovers it's a Halloween party in full speed. Unfortunately, the movie gets worse from there. Although it was released in 2006, special effects and cinematography are made so badly that it looks like something that jumped out of the '70s. It's also
quite sad that the plot is a rip off of the entire Halloween franchise. Only this time, instead of a scary Mike Myers, or even Ghostface, will we be exposed to a killer whose face looks more ridiculous than horrible. Legal, it looks like it's melting. Next: A terrifying parody horror film. 8. Stan Helsing Stan
Helsing | Anchor Bay Productions Rotten Tomatoes score: 17% love cash on something good why Hollywood was stan Helsing. The film entered in 2009 and centers around Stan Helsing, his ex-girlfriend, best friend and a video store employee named an exotic dancer. The band comes to a town cursed
by some of the greatest monsters in movie history, as do Freddy, Jason, Pinhead, Leatherface, Chucky and Michael Myers. For the most part the film was just a waste with terrible jokes and plot points that fell flat. Next: A movie that together tried to get all your favorite monsters 7. Zucchini Karver
Zucchini Karver | First Look International Rotten Tomatoes score: 16% Pumpkin Karver practical jokes always prove a bad idea. The film follows Alec (David J. Wright), who decides to dress up as a masked killer and scare his girlfriend Lynn (Amy Weber). Unfortunately, Lynn's brother takes a joke
seriously and stabs Alec to death. A year later, the brothers find themselves on the run from a familiar serial killer. It's the same old story we've seen hundreds of times before. Also, pumpkin heads are not exactly terrible. Next: Nicolas Cage in a horror film 6. Wicker Man Wicker Man | Warner Bros. Rotten
Tomatoes score: 15% Wicker Man plays a detective traveling to a secluded island in search of a girl who disappears from Nicolas Cage. When he arrives, he discovers that the inhabitants of the island have really sinister rituals and beliefs. Wicker Man is a Halloween movie about Cage dressing up as a
bear and punching a nun that should never have happened. The best the film has to offer is costume inspiration. Next: Another day, another pumpkin head.  5. Jack-O Jack-O | America Independent Productions Rotten Tomatoes score: 14% Back in 1995, Steve Latshaw gave us Jack-O, and the
Halloween movie genre never recovered. After all, the film's proposition isn't bad. Jack-o-doesn't like flashlights. Unfortunately, it's only worse than there.  The plot follows a magician resurrected with the head of a zucchini (yes we are confused as you are) who wake up and want revenge for his death by
hunting the ancestors of his killer. As well as the astonishing plot, director Latshaw chose to put his leading son Ryan Latshaw. Unfortunately, the youngster was unable to move his way through a paper bag. Jack-O is one of the worst horror movies of all time. Next: 'Halloween' franchise 4 worst.
Halloween: Resurrection Halloween Resurrection | Dimension Films Rotten Tomatoes score: 12% We love almost everything about Halloween franchize, but 2002's Resurrection Halloween just sucks. The movie is so old, even 20 years later, it's ridiculous to watch. In the film, Laure Strobe (Jamie Lee
Curtis) is pushing in the middle of a reality show. Someone thought it was a good idea to put cameras and contestants in Mike Myers' old house. Of course, on demand, the serial killer comes out of retirement and kills them all. There's even a scene where rapper Busta Rhymes kicks Mike out the window.
It was a terrible place. Next: A movie full of Martians and robots 3. Intermittent Invaders Intermittent Invaders | Touchstone Rotten Tomatoes score: 8% 1990's Spaced Invaders should at least be interesting, but couldn't even be bothered to live up to the plot. The story is told because they believe the
green Martians who landed in Illinois on Halloween should invade the earth. Interesting aspects of the narrative end there. Instead, they make friends with two people and use their space technology to fight a killer robot. There are 100 better invasion films than this. Next: A troll flick without a troll 2. Troll 2
Troll 2 | Filmrage Rotten Tomatoes score: 6% Troll 2 is a movie without a single troll, so it tells you how good it is. The film follows Joshua (Michael Stephenson), who doesn't want to go on holiday to the town of Nilbog with his family. His family, of course, ignore him until he encounters creatures that are
bad for them. Did we say there are gobies but no trolls? Also, since the Nilbog Goblin was written backwards. Next: A disgrace to Jim Carrey.  1. Maskeoglu Mask Son | New Line Cinema Rotten Tomatoes score: 6% Maybe another Halloween-themed movie or sequel is worse than the cringe-worthy End
of the mask. It's embarrassing for Jim Carrey's incredible work and good name. The film follows Tim Avery (Jamie Kennedy), a cartoonist who lives a peaceful life with his family in suburban. When the family dog reveals a mysterious mask, things work out. The movie's a disaster, Kennedy doesn't have
Carey's comedy. His antics in the mask are disturbing and frustrating. Then you can still find it in your heart to appreciate Halloween after this Halloween themed movie then there is a better person than us. Follow Aramide Tinubu @midnightrami on Twitter. It's @midnightrami Twitter.
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